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Abstract
This paper discusses the problem of efficiently solving parity games where player Odd has to obey an additional strong transition fairness constraint on its vertices – given that a player Odd vertex \( v \) is visited infinitely often, a particular subset of the outgoing edges (called live edges) of \( v \) has to be taken infinitely often. Such games, which we call Odd-fair parity games, naturally arise from abstractions of cyber-physical systems for planning and control. In this paper, we present a new Zielonka-type algorithm for solving Odd-fair parity games. This algorithm not only shares the same worst-case time complexity as Zielonka’s algorithm for (normal) parity games but also preserves the algorithmic advantage Zielonka’s algorithm possesses over other parity solvers with exponential time complexity.

We additionally introduce a formalization of Odd player winning strategies in such games, which were unexplored previous to this work. This formalization serves dual purposes: firstly, it enables us to prove our Zielonka-type algorithm; secondly, it stands as a noteworthy contribution in its own right, augmenting our understanding of additional fairness assumptions in two-player games.
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1 Introduction

Parity games are a canonical representation of \( \omega \)-regular two-player games over finite graphs, which arise from many core computational problems in the context of correct-by-construction synthesis of reactive software or hardware. In particular, two player games on graphs have been extensively used in the context of cyber-physical system design [41, 6], showing their practical importance. Fairness, on the other hand, is a property that widely occurs in this context - both as a desired property to be enforced (e.g., requiring a synthesized scheduler to fairly serve its clients), as well as a common assumption on the behavior of other components (i.e., assuming the network to always eventually deliver a data packet). While strong fairness encoded by a Streett condition necessarily incurs a high additional cost in synthesis [14], it is known that the general reactivity(1) (GR(1)) fragment of linear temporal logic (LTL) [7] allows for efficient synthesis in the presence of very restricted fairness conditions. Due to its efficiency, it is extensively used in the context of cyber-physical system design, e.g., [45, 1, 30, 26, 27, 40].

Despite the omnipresence of fairness in such synthesis problems and the success of the GR(1) fragment, not much else is known about tractable fairness constraints in synthesis via two player games on graphs. A notable exception is the recent work by Banerjee et.
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al. [5] which considers the sub-class of strong transition fairness assumptions [35, 15, 4] which require that whenever the environment player vertex $v$ is visited infinitely often, a particular subset of the outgoing edges (called live edges) of $v$ has to be taken infinitely often. In other words, strong transition fairness assumptions limit strong fairness assumptions to individual transitions. Despite their limited expressive power, such restricted fairness constraints do naturally arise in resource management [8], in abstractions of continuous-time physical processes for planning [9, 10, 34, 11, 36, 2] and controller synthesis [42, 32, 29], which makes them interesting to study.

Concretely, Banerjee et. al. [5] show that parity games with strong transition fairness assumptions on player Odd – which we call Odd-fair parity games – can be solved via a symbolic fixed-point algorithm in the $\mu$-calculus with almost the same computational worst-case complexity as the algorithm for the “normal” version of the same game. The existence of quasi-polynomial time solution algorithms for Odd-fair parity games then follows as a corollary of their nested fixed-point characterization [17, 3, 20]. Unfortunately, it is well known that symbolic fixed-point computations become cumbersome very fast for parity games, as the number of priorities in the game graph increases, leading to high computation times in practice. Given the known inefficiency of existing quasi-polynomial algorithms for parity games [44, 33], despite their theoretical advantages, they are not viable candidates for adoption in the development of efficient solution algorithms for Odd-fair parity games either. For (normal) parity games, computational tractability can be achieved by other algorithms, such as Zielonka’s algorithm [46], tangle learning [43] or strategy-improvement [38], implemented in the state-of-the-art tool oink [44], with Zielonka’s algorithm being widely recognized as the most prominent approach.

The main contribution of this paper is a Zielonka-type algorithm, referred to as “Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm”, for solving Odd-fair parity games. This novel algorithm meets the efficiency of Zielonka’s algorithm while maintaining the same computational worst-case complexity (which is exponential just like the worst-case complexity of the fixed-point algorithm from [5]). Using a prototype implementation, we experimentally verify its efficiency, demonstrating that it matches Zielonka’s algorithm in speed, thereby highlighting its comparable performance to fixed-point algorithms for classical parity games.

In contrast to the work by Banerjee et. al. [5], the adaptation and the correctness proof of Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm requires the understanding of Odd player strategies, while [5] studies the solution of such games solely from the Even player’s perspective. Unfortunately, Odd strategies are substantially more complex than Even strategies in such games, as they are not positional – while player Even strategies still are (see [5, Thm.3.10]). The second contribution of this paper is therefore the formalization of Odd player strategies in Odd-fair parity games, via so called strategy templates, which was unexplored prior to this work. We give a constructive proof for the existence of strategy templates winning for Odd from all vertices in the winning region of Odd. This serves dual purposes: firstly, it enables us to prove the correctness of the Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm; secondly, it stands as a noteworthy contribution in its own right, augmenting our understanding of additional fairness assumptions in two-player games which are currently only unsatisfactorily addressed in various practically motivated synthesis problems.

2 Preliminaries

Notation. We use $\mathbb{N}$ to denote the set of natural numbers including zero and $\mathbb{N}^+$ to denote positive integers. Let $\Sigma$ be a finite set. Then $\Sigma^*$ and $\Sigma^\omega$ denote the sets of finite and infinite words over $\Sigma$, respectively.
Game graphs. A game graph is a tuple $G = (V, V^0, V^1, E)$ where $(V, E)$ is a finite directed graph with edges $E$ and vertices $V$ partitioned into player 0 and player 1 vertices, $V^0$ and $V^1$, respectively. Without loss of generality, we can assume that all nodes in $V$ have at least one outgoing edge. Under this assumption, there exist plays from each vertex. A play originating at a vertex $v_0$ is an infinite sequence of vertices $\pi = v_0v_1 \ldots \in V^\omega$. For $v \in V$, $E(v)$ denotes its successor set $\{w \mid (v, w) \in E\}$.

LTL winning conditions. Given a game graph $G$, we consider winning conditions specified using a formula $\Phi$ in linear temporal logic (LTL) over the vertex set $V$, that is, we consider LTL formulas whose atomic propositions are sets of vertices. In this case the set of desired infinite plays is given by the semantics of $\Phi$ which is an $\omega$-regular language $L(\Phi) \subseteq V^\omega$. The standard definitions of $\omega$-regular languages and LTL are omitted for brevity and can be found in standard textbooks [4]. A game graph $G$ under the winning condition $\Phi$ is written as $(G, \Phi)$. A play $\pi$ is winning for player 0 in $(G, \Phi)$ if $\pi \in L(\Phi)$, i.e. $\pi \models \Phi$.

Strategies. A strategy for player $j$ over the game graph $G$ is a function $\rho^j : V^* \times V^j \rightarrow V$ with the constraint that for all $u \cdot v \in V^* \times V^j$ it holds that $\rho^j(u \cdot v) \in E(v)$. A play $\pi = v_0v_1 \ldots \in V^\omega$ is compliant with $\rho^i$ if for all $i \in \mathbb{N}$ holds that $v_i \in V^j$ implies $v_{i+1} = \rho^j(v_0 \ldots v_i)$. A strategy $\rho^j$ is winning from a subset $V'$ of vertices of the game $(G, \Psi)$ if all plays $\pi$ in $G$ that start at a vertex in $V'$ and are compliant with $\rho^j$ are winning w.r.t. $\Psi$. A strategy $\rho$ is called positional iff for all $w_1, w_2 \in V^*$, $\rho(w_1 \cdot v) = \rho(w_2 \cdot v)$.

Parity Games. Parity games are particular two player games over a game graph $G$ where the winning condition is given by a particular mapping of vertices. Formally, a parity game is a tuple $G = (V, V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E, \chi)$, where $(V, V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E)$ is a game graph and $\chi : V \rightarrow \mathbb{N}^+$ is a function which labels each vertex with an integer value, called a priority. The players 0 and 1 are called Even and Odd in a parity game and a play $\pi = v_1v_2 \ldots$ is winning for Even iff $\max\{\inf(\pi)\}$ is even, where $\inf(\pi)$ is the set of vertices visited infinitely often in $\pi$. Otherwise the play is winning for Odd.

A node $v \in V$ is said to be won by Even, if Even has a (winning) strategy $\rho$ such that all plays $\pi = v \cdot \pi'$ that are compliant with $\rho$ are won by Even. The winning region of Even is the set of all nodes won by Even and is denoted by $W_{\text{Even}}$. The winning region of Odd, $W_{\text{Odd}}$, is defined similarly. It is well-known that parity games are determined, that is, all nodes are either in $W_{\text{Even}}$ or in $W_{\text{Odd}}$; and that both players have positional winning strategies from their respective winning regions [12].

Odd-Fair Parity Games. An odd-fair parity game $G^f$ is a tuple $(G, E^f)$, where $G = (V, V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E, \chi)$ is a parity game, $E^f \subseteq E$ is a set of live edges that originate from Odd player vertices and $V^f \subseteq V_{\text{Odd}}$, the domain of the relation $E^f$, is the set of live vertices. The live edges induce a strong transition fairness constraint − whenever a live vertex $v$ is visited infinitely often, every outgoing live edge $(v, w') \in E^f$ needs to be taken infinitely often. Formally, a play $\pi$ in $G$ complies with $E^f$ if the LTL formula\footnote{Here, $\square, \diamond$ and $\bigcirc$ stand for the LTL operators ‘always’, ‘eventually’ and ‘next’.}

$$\alpha := \bigwedge_{(v, w) \in E^f}(\square \diamond v \implies \square (v \land \bigcirc w))$$

(1)
Figure 1: Odd-fair games with player even $V_{\text{Even}}$ (circles) and player odd $V_{\text{Odd}}$ (squares) vertices (labeled with their priorities). Live edges $E^\ell$ (dashed) originate from $V_{\text{Odd}}$. Colored player Odd (red) and player Even (blue) edges belong to player Odd’s strategy template.

holds along $\pi$, i.e. $\pi \models \alpha$. A play $\pi$ is winning for Even in $G^\ell$ if and only if $\pi \models \neg\alpha$ or max{$\inf(\pi)$} is even. Dually, $\pi$ is winning for Odd iff $\pi \models \alpha$ and max{$\inf(\pi)$} is odd. A strategy $\rho$ over $G$ is therefore winning for Even (resp. Odd) in $G^\ell$, if all plays compliant with $\rho$ are winning for Even (resp. Odd) in $G^\ell$.

As the winning condition of a parity game can be equivalently modeled by a suitably defined LTL winning condition, we see that Odd-fair parity games are a special $\omega$-regular game with perfect information. This implies that Odd-fair parity games are determined (by the Borel determinacy theorem [31]) and whenever there exists a winning strategy for Even/Odd in such a game, then there also exists one with finite memory [16].

3 Strategy Templates

In this section, we introduce a formalization of player Odd strategies in Odd-fair parity games via strategy templates. In contrast to player Even, player Odd winning strategies are no longer positional in Odd-fair parity games, as illustrated by the following example.

► Example 1. Consider the three different parity games depicted in Fig. 1. In all three games, Odd has a winning strategy from all vertices, i.e., $W_{\text{Odd}} = V$. However, in order to win, the vertex 3 has to be seen infinitely often in game (a) and (b), which forces Odd to use its live edge’s infinitely often. This prevents the existence of a positional strategy for Odd in games (a) and (b): In (a) it needs to somehow alternate between (it’s only) live edge to 4 and a “normal” edge to 7 (both indicated in red) in order to win, and in (b) it needs to somehow alternate between all its live edges (also indicated in red). In the game (c), Odd can win by ‘escaping’ its live vertex 3 to a “normal” vertex 5, and thereby has a positional strategy.

Now consider the subgraph of each game formed by all colored edges (red and blue), which include the strategy choices from $V_{\text{Odd}}$ and all outgoing edges from $V_{\text{Even}}$. As we have seen that Odd needs to play all red edges repeatably, this subgraph represents the paths that can be seen in the game depending on the Even strategy. Hence, a node $v \in V^\ell \subseteq V_{\text{Odd}}$ can be seen infinitely often in a play (compliant with Odd’s strategy), if it lies on a cycle in this subgraph. We observe that, in games (a) and (b), node 3 lies on cycles in this subgraph, whereas in game (c), it does not. We further see that whenever a vertex $v \in V^\ell$ lies on a cycle, Odd needs to take all its outgoing live edges (as for vertex 3 in example (b)) and possibly one more edge (as for vertex 3 in example (a)), for all other vertices in $V_{\text{Odd}}$ a positional strategy suffices (as for vertex 5 in all examples, and for vertex 3 in example (c)). This shows that Odd strategies are intuitively still “almost positional”.
The intuitions conveyed by Ex. 1 are formalized by the following definitions.

**Definition 2 (Odd Strategy Template).** Given an Odd-fair parity game $G' = (G, E')$ with $G = (V, V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E, \chi)$, an Odd strategy template $S$ over $G'$ is a subgraph of $G$ given as follows: $S := (V', E')$ where $V' \subseteq V$ and $E' \subseteq E \cap (V' \times V')$ such that the following hold,

- if $v \in V_{\text{Odd}} \cap V'$ does not lie on a cycle in $(V', E')$, then $|E'(v)| = 1$,
- if $v \in V_{\text{Odd}} \cap V'$ lies on a cycle in $(V', E')$ then $E'(v) \subseteq E'(v)$ and $1 \leq |E'(v)| \leq |E'(v)| + 1$,
- if $v \in V_{\text{Even}} \cap V'$, then $E'(v) = E(v)$.

**Definition 3.** Let $G' = (G, E')$ be an Odd-fair parity game with Odd strategy template $S = (V', E')$, and $V_{\text{Odd}} := V' \cap V_{\text{Odd}}$. Then an Odd strategy $\rho$ is said to be compliant with $S$ if it is a winning strategy in the game $(G, \alpha')$ where $G = (V, V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E)$ and

$$\alpha' := \bigwedge_{v \in V_{\text{Odd}}'}(\Box (v \Rightarrow V_{(v,w)\in E'} \circ w)) \land \bigwedge_{v \in V_{\text{Odd}}'}(\Box \Diamond v \Rightarrow \bigwedge_{(v,w)\in E'} \Box \Diamond (v \land \circ w)).$$

(2a)

Intuitively, for all Odd vertices in $S$, the strategy $\rho$ compliant with $S$ only keep their outgoing edges in $S$ (2a), and if a play visits an Odd node $v$ infinitely often, then $\rho$ takes each of $v$’s outgoing edges in $S$ infinitely often (2b). For an Odd strategy template $S$, if $v \in V_{\text{Odd}}'$ lies on a cycle in $S$, then by Def. 2, $S$ contains all live outgoing edges of $v$. By (2b) any Odd strategy $\rho$ compliant with $S$ satisfies the fairness condition in (1) for $v$. On the other hand, if $v \in V_{\text{Odd}}'$ does not lie on a cycle in $S$, then by (2a) any such $\rho$ sees $v$ at most once. Thus $\rho$ trivially satisfies (1) for $v$. This observation is stated in the following proposition.

**Proposition 4.** Given the premisses of Def. 3 let $\pi$ be a play starting from a node in $V'$ that complies with $\rho$. Then $\pi \models \alpha$ where $\alpha$ is the LTL formula in (1).

Next, we define Even strategy templates. Each Even strategy template encodes a unique Even positional strategy, which is known to exist in Odd-fair parity games [23], due to the lack of fair edges defined on Even vertices.

**Definition 5.** Given an Odd-fair parity game $G' = (G, E')$ with $G = (V, V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E, \chi)$, an Even strategy template $S$ over $G'$ is a subgraph of $G$ given as $S := (V', E')$ where $V' \subseteq V$ and $E' \subseteq E \cap (V' \times V')$ such that,

- if $v \in V_{\text{Even}} \cap V'$, then $|E'(v)| = 1$,
- if $v \in V_{\text{Odd}} \cap V'$, then $E'(v) = E(v)$.

An Even strategy $\rho$ is compliant with the Even strategy template $S = (V', E')$ if for all $v \in V_{\text{Even}}'$, $\rho(v) = E'(v)$. In other words, $\rho$ is the positional strategy defined by $S$.

Let $\rho$ be an Odd (Even) strategy, compliant with the Odd (Even) strategy template $S$ and let $\pi$ be a play compliant with $\rho$. Then we call $\pi$ a play compliant with $S$.

**Definition 6.** An Odd (Even) strategy template $S = (V', E')$ is winning in the Odd-fair parity game $G'$ if all Odd (Even) strategies $\rho$ compliant with $S$ are winning for player Odd (Even) in $G'$ from $V'$. A winning Odd (Even) strategy template $S$ is called maximal if $V' = W_{\text{Odd}} (W_{\text{Even}})$.

We note that maximal winning Odd (Even) strategy templates $S$ immediately imply that for every vertex $v \in W_{\text{Odd}} (W_{\text{Even}})$ there exists a winning strategy for player Odd (Even) from $v$ that is compliant with $S$. The existence of maximal winning Even strategy templates follows from the existence of positional Even strategies [23]. The first main contribution of this paper is a constructive proof showing the existence of maximal winning Odd strategy templates given in the next section. This result is then used in Sec. 5 to prove the correctness of Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm, which is introduced there.
4 Existence of Maximal Winning Odd Strategy Templates

This section proves the existence of maximal winning Odd strategy templates in Odd-fair parity games, formalized in the following theorem.

► Theorem 7. Given an Odd-fair parity game $G^z$, there exists a maximal winning Odd strategy template.

We prove Thm. 7 by giving an algorithm which constructs $S$ from a ranking function induced by a fixed-point algorithm in the μ-calculus which computes $W_{Odd}$. Towards this goal, Sec. 4.1 first introduces necessary preliminaries, Sec. 4.2 gives the fixed-point algorithm to compute $W_{Odd}$ and Sec. 4.3 formalizes how to extract a strategy template from the ranking induced by this fixed-point and proves that $S$ is indeed maximal and winning.

While this section uses fixed-point algorithms extensively to construct a maximal winning Odd strategy template towards a proof of Thm. 7, we note again that the proof of the new Zielonka’s algorithm given in Sec. 5 only uses the existence of templates (i.e., the fact that Thm. 7 holds) and does not utilize their construction via the algorithm presented here.

4.1 Preliminaries on Fixed-Point Algorithms

This subsection contains the basic notation used in this section.

Set Transformers. Let $G = (V, V_{Even}, V_{Odd}, E)$ be a game graph, $S, T \subseteq V$ and $\Lambda$ be the player index. Then we define the following predecessor operators:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Pre}_A^\Lambda(S) & := \{ v \in V_\Lambda | E(v) \cap S \neq \emptyset \} \\
\text{Lpre}_A^\Lambda(S) & := \{ v \in V_{Odd} | E^\ell(v) \cap S \neq \emptyset \}
\end{align*}$$

The predecessor operators $\text{Pre}_A^\Lambda(S)$ and $\text{Lpre}_A^\Lambda(S)$ compute the sets of vertices with at least one successor and with all successors in $S$, respectively. The live predecessor operators $\text{Lpre}_A^\Lambda(S)$ restrict this analysis to live edges. We see that

$$\neg \text{Pre}_A^\Lambda(\neg S) = V - A \cup \text{Pre}_A^\Lambda(S) \quad \text{and} \quad \neg \text{Lpre}_A^\Lambda(\neg S) = V_{Even} \cup \text{Lpre}_A^\Lambda(S)$$

where for a set $X \subseteq V$, $\neg X$ stands for $V \setminus X$. We combine the pre-operators from (3) into the combined set:

$$C_{pre}_A(S) := \text{Pre}_A^\Lambda(S) \cup \text{Lpre}_A^\Lambda(S)$$

$$A_{pre}(S, T) := C_{pre}_{Even}(T) \cup (L_{pre}^\Lambda(T) \cap L_{pre}_{Odd}(S))$$

$$N_{pre}(S, T) := C_{pre}_{Odd}(T) \cap (V_{Even} \cup L_{pre}^\Lambda(T) \cup L_{pre}_{Odd}(S))$$

The controllable predecessor operator $C_{pre}_A(S)$ computes the set of vertices from which player $\Lambda$ can force visiting $S$ in one step. It immediately follows that

$$\neg C_{pre}_{Even}(\neg S) := C_{pre}_{Odd}(S).$$

In the rest of this section, we will sometimes call Odd strategy templates simply, strategy templates, since these are the only strategy templates we will be dealing with.

$A \in \{Even, Odd\}$ where $A = Even$ implies $\neg A = Odd$, and vice versa.

Note that $A_{pre}(S, T)$ and $N_{pre}(S, T)$ are meaningful only when $T \subseteq S$ and $S \subseteq T$, respectively. Otherwise they are equivalent to $C_{pre}_{Even}(T)$ and $C_{pre}_{Odd}(T)$. We note that these preconditions will always be satisfied in our calculations due to the monotonicity of fixed-point computations.
The almost sure controllable predecessor operator $A_{\text{pre}}(S, T)$ computes the set of states that can be controlled by Player Even to stay in $T$ (via $C_{\text{pre Even}}(T)$) as well as all Player Odd states in $V'$ that (a) will eventually make progress towards $T$ if Player Odd obeys its fairness-assumptions (via $L_{\text{pre}}$) and (b) will never leave $S$ in the “meantime” (via $P_{\text{pre Odd}}(S)$). Using (4) and (6) we have $N_{\text{pre}}(S, T) := \neg A_{\text{pre}}(\neg S, \neg T)$.

**Fixed-point Algorithms in the $\mu$-calculus.** The $\mu$-calculus offers a succinct representation of symbolic algorithms (i.e., algorithms manipulating sets of vertices instead of individual vertices) over a game graph $G$. We omit the (standard) syntax and semantics of $\mu$-calculus formulas (see [25]) and only discuss their evaluation on an example fixed-point algorithm given by a 2-nested $\mu$-calculus formula of the form $Z = \mu Y. \nu X. \phi(X, Y)$, where $X, Y \subseteq V$ are subsets of vertices and $\mu$ and $\nu$ denote, respectively, the least and the greatest fixed-point.

Given this formula, first, both formal variables $X$ and $Y$ are initialized. As $Y$ (resp. $X$) is preceded by $\mu$ (resp. $\nu$) it is initialized with $X^0 := V$ (resp. $Y^0 := \emptyset$). Now we first keep $Y$ at its initial value and iteratively compute $X^k = \phi(X^{k-1}, Y^0)$ until $X^{k+1} = X^k$. At this point $X$ saturates, denoted by $X^\infty$. We then “copy” $X^\infty$ to $Y$, i.e., have $Y^1 := X^\infty$, reinitialize $X^0 := \emptyset$, and re-evaluate $X^k = \phi(X^{k-1}, Y^1)$ with the new value of $Y$. This calculation terminates if $Y$ saturates, i.e., $Y^\infty = Y^{l+1} = Y^l$ for some $l \geq 0$, and outputs $Z = Y^\infty$. In order to remember all intermediate values of $X$ we use $X^{l,k}$ to denote the set computed in the $k$-th iteration over $X$ during the computation of $Y^l$. I.e., $Y^l = X^{l,\infty}$.

**Additional Notation.** We will use the letters $l, m$ and $n$ exclusively to denote even positive integers. For $a \leq b \in \mathbb{N}$, we will use the regular set symbol $[a, b]$ to denote the set of all integers between $a$ and $b$, i.e., $[a, b] := \{a, a + 1, \ldots, b\}$; and $[a, b]$ to denote all the even integers between $a$ and $b$. E.g. $[2, 7] = \{2, 4, 6\}$. In addition, given an Odd-fair parity game $G'$, we define the sets $C_i := \{v \in V | \chi(v) = i\}$ and $\overline{C}_i := V \setminus C_i$ to ease notation. We say $G'$ has the least even upper bound $l$ if $C_l \cup C_{l-1} \neq \emptyset$ and $C_i = \emptyset$ for all $i > l$.

**4.2 A Fixed-Point Algorithm for $W_{\text{Odd}}$**

Given an Odd-fair parity game $G' = (V, V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E, \chi, E^f)$ this section presents a fixed-point algorithm in the $\mu$-calculus which computes the winning region $W_{\text{Odd}}$ of player Odd in Odd-fair parity games. It is obtained by negating the fixed-point formula computing $W_{\text{Even}}$ in [5], formalized in the following proposition and proven in the extended version of this work [37].

**Proposition 8.** Given an Odd-fair parity game $G' = (V, V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E, \chi, E^f)$ with least even upper bound $l \geq 0$ it holds that $Z = W_{\text{Odd}}$, where

$$Z := \mu Y'. \nu X_{1-1} \ldots \mu Y_2. \nu X_1. \bigcap_{i \in \{2, \ldots, l\}} B_i[Y, X_{i-1}],$$

where $B_i[Y, X_i] := \left( \bigcup_{i \in \{j+1, \ldots, l\}} C_i \right) \cup \left( \overline{C}_i \cap N_{\text{pre}}(Y, X_i) \right) \cup (C_i \cap C_{\text{pre Odd}}(Y))$.

Before utilizing (7) we illustrate its computations via an example.

**Example 9.** Consider the Odd-fair parity game $G'$ depicted in Fig. 2 (left). Here, the name of the vertices coincide with their priorities, e.g., $C_2 = \{2a, 2b, 2c\}$. $V_{\text{Even}}$ and $V_{\text{Odd}}$ are indicated by circles and squares, respectively. Edges in $E'$ are shown by dashed lines. As the least even upper bound in this example is $l = 4$, 
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\[ Z = \mu Y_4, \nu X_3, \nu Y_2, \nu X_1, \Phi_{Y_1, X_2, X_1} \quad \text{where} \]
\[ \Phi_{Y_1, X_2, X_1} := (C_4 \cap \text{Npre}(Y_4, X_3)) \cup (C_4 \cap \text{Cpre}_{\text{Odd}}(Y_4)) \]
\[ \cap \left( (C_2 \cap \text{Npre}(Y_2, X_1)) \cup (C_2 \cap \text{Cpre}_{\text{Odd}}(Y_2)) \cup C_4 \cup C_3 \right). \]

Using the notation defined in Sec. 4.1, we initialize (8) by \( Y_4^0 = \emptyset \), \( X_3^0 = V \), \( Y_2^{0, 0, 0} = \emptyset \) and \( X_1^{0, 0, 0, 1} = V \) and observe from (5) that \( \text{Cpre}_{\text{Odd}}(\emptyset) = \emptyset \) and \( \text{Npre}(\emptyset, V) = V \). We obtain

\[ X_1^{0, 0, 0, 1} = \Phi_{Y_1^0, X_2^0, X_1^0} = \left( C_4 \cap \text{Npre}(Y_4^0, V) \cup C_4 \cap \text{Cpre}_{\text{Odd}}(Y_4^0) \right) \cap \left( (C_2 \cap \text{Npre}(Y_2^0, V)) \cup (C_2 \cap \text{Cpre}_{\text{Odd}}(\emptyset)) \cup C_4 \cup C_3 \right) \]
\[ = C_3 \cup \left( C_1 \cap \text{Npre}(Y_2^{0, 0, 0}, X_1^{0, 0, 0, 1}) \right) = C_3 \cup (C_1 \cap \text{Npre}(\emptyset, C_3 \cup C_1)) = C_3 \]

where \( \text{Npre}(\emptyset, C_3 \cup C_1) = \emptyset \) as \( v \in \text{Npre}(\emptyset, C_3 \cup C_1) \) implies \( v \in \text{Cpre}_{\text{Odd}}(C_3 \cup C_1) = \{ 2b, 4a \} \) and \( v \in V_{\text{Even}} \cup \text{Lpre}_{\text{Odd}}(C_3 \cup C_1) \). However, \( 2b, 4a \) are Odd vertices with live outgoing edges to \( 2a, 2c \in (V \setminus (C_3 \cup C_1)) \). In the next iteration, we again get \( X_1^{0, 0, 0, 3} = C_3 \) and thus \( X_1 \) saturates with \( C_3 \). Therefore, \( Y_2^{0, 0, 1} = C_3 \). Now the next round of computations of \( \Phi \) results in

\[ X_1^{0, 0, 1, 1} = \Phi_{Y_1^0, X_2^0, X_1^{0, 0, 1}, X_1^{0, 0, 1, 0}} = C_3 \cup (C_1 \cap \text{Npre}(Y_2^{0, 0, 0, 1}, X_1^{0, 0, 1, 0})) \cup (C_2 \cap \text{Cpre}_{\text{Odd}}(Y_2^{0, 0, 1, 0})) \]
\[ = C_3 \cup (C_1 \cap \text{Npre}(C_3, V)) \cup (C_2 \cap \text{Cpre}_{\text{Odd}}(C_3)) = C_3 \cup C_1 \cup \{ 2b \} \]
\[ X_1^{0, 0, 1, 2} = \Phi_{Y_1^0, X_2^0, X_1^{0, 0, 1}, X_1^{0, 0, 1, 1}} = C_3 \cup \{ 2b \} = X_1^{0, 0, 1, 3} \]

Here \( C_1 \) and \( \{ 2b \} \) get added in \( X_1^{0, 0, 1, 1} \) as \( 1a \in \text{Npre}(C_3, V) \) trivially and \( 2b \in \text{Cpre}_{\text{Odd}}(C_3) \) due to the edge \( (2b, 3b) \). \( C_1 \) is removed from \( X_1^{0, 0, 1, 2} \) since \( 1a \) cannot be forced by \text{Odd} to \( C_1 \cup C_3 \cup \{ 2b \} \) in the next step. The fixed-point calculation proceeds in a similar fashion, until \( Y_4 \) reaches its saturation value \( V \setminus \{ 2a \} \). The full computation of \( Z \) is given in [37].

### 4.3 Construction of a Rank-based Strategy Template

Given an Odd-fair parity game \( G^l \) with the least even priority upper bound \( l \geq 0 \), we define a ranking function \( \text{rank} : W_{\text{Odd}} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) first introduced in [39] and highly related to “progress measures” [24, 23, 22, 19]. Intuitively, \( \text{rank}(v) \) indicates in which iteration \( v \) was added to \( Z \) in (7) and never got removed from \( Z \) again, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 10. Consider again the Odd-fair parity game depicted in Fig. 2. Here, \( \text{rank}(v) \) of each \( v \in W_{\text{Odd}} \) is shown in red next to the node in the figure. Intuitively, the 4-tuple is associated with the subscript \( Y_4, Y_3, Y_2, Y_1 \) of \( \Phi \) in (8). For instance \( \text{rank}(3a) = (2, 0, 1, 0) \) indicates that 3a was added to \( Z \) during the first iteration of \( Y_2 \) inside the second iteration of \( Y_1 \). More concretely, \( 3a \notin Y_0, 3a \notin Y_1, 3a \in Y_2 \). So 2 is the first iteration of the \( Y_4 \) variable in which 3a got included in the variable. For \( Y_2, 3a \notin Y_2^{2,0,0} \) and \( 3a \in Y_2^{2,0,1} \), and therefore \( \text{rank}(3a) = (2, 0, 1, 0) \).

The intuition of Ex. 10 is formalized in the following definition.

Definition 11 (rank). Given an Odd-fair parity game \( G^\ell = ((V, V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E, \chi), E^\ell) \) with least even upper bound \( l \geq 0 \) and winning region \( W_{\text{Odd}} \subseteq V \), we define the ranking function \( \text{rank} : W_{\text{Odd}} \to \mathbb{N}^l \) for \( v \in W_{\text{Odd}} \) such that

\[
\text{rank}(v) = (r_1, 0, r_{j-1}, 0 \ldots r_2, 0) \quad \text{if} \quad v \in \bigcap_{j \in [2,l]} Y_j^{r_j, 0, \ldots, r_{j-1}} \setminus Y_j^{r_j, 0, \ldots, r_j - 1}.
\]

where the valuations of the variables \( Y_j \) are obtained from the iterations of the fixed-point calculation in (7) as illustrated in Ex. 9.

A ranking function obtained from a fixed-point computation as in (9) naturally gives rise to a positional winning strategy for the respective player in (normal) \( \omega \)-regular games that allow for positional strategies. The corresponding positional strategy is obtained by always choosing a minimum ranked successor in the winning region.\(^5\) We use this insight to obtain a candidate maximal strategy template for player Odd (which we prove to be also winning in Prop. 14) as follows. We start with a subgraph on \( W_{\text{Odd}} \) defining the minimum ranked successor strategy for Odd induced by the ranking in (9), and then iteratively add all live edges of nodes that lie on a cycle in the subgraph, to the subgraph. The saturated subgraph then defines a strategy template for Odd, as formalized next.

Definition 12 (Rank-based Strategy Template). Given an Odd-fair parity game \( G^\ell = ((V, V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E, \chi), E^\ell) \) with least even upper bound \( l \geq 0 \) on the priorities of nodes, winning region \( W_{\text{Odd}} \subseteq V \) and the ranking function \( \text{rank} : W_{\text{Odd}} \to \mathbb{N}^l \) from Defn. 11, we define a strategy template \( S^{\ell}_{\text{Odd}} = (W_{\text{Odd}}, E^\ell) \) where \( E^\ell \) is constructed as follows:

(S1) for all \( v \in V_{\text{Even}} \cap W_{\text{Odd}} \), add all \( (v, w) \in E \) to \( E^\ell \);

(S2) for all \( v \in V_{\text{Odd}} \cap W_{\text{Odd}} \), add all \( (v, w) \in E \) to \( E^\ell \) for a \( w \) with \( w = \text{argmin}_{w' \in E(v)} \text{rank}(w') \) (\( w \) is arbitrarily picked amongst the successors with the minimum ranking);

(S3) for all \( v \in V \setminus W_{\text{Odd}} \), add all \( (v, w) \in E^\ell \) to \( E^\ell \) if \( v \) lays on a cycle in \( S^{\ell}_{\text{Odd}} \);

(S4) repeat item (S3) until no new edges are added.

We call \( S^{\ell}_{\text{Odd}} \) the minimum rank based maximal Odd strategy template of \( G^\ell \).

Example 13. \( S^{\ell}_{\text{Odd}} \) for \( G^\ell \) from Ex. 9 is depicted in Fig. 2 (right).

It is clear from the definition that \( S^{\ell}_{\text{Odd}} \) is an Odd strategy template in \( G^\ell \). It is also maximal since each \( v \in W_{Odd} \) is assigned a rank. It remains to show that it is winning.

Proposition 14. Every player Odd strategy compliant with \( S^{\ell}_{\text{Odd}} \) is winning for Odd in \( G^\ell \).

The full proof of Prop. 14 can be found in App. A.1 and we only give a proof-sketch here.

First, recall that \( S^{\ell}_{\text{Odd}} \) is obtained by extending a minimum-rank based strategy as formalized in Def. 12. Based on this we call a play \( v_1 v_2 \ldots \) in \( S^{\ell}_{\text{Odd}} \) minimal if for all \( v_i \in V_{\text{Odd}}, v_{i+1} \) is the minimum ranked successor of \( v_i \). We further call a cycle minimal, if it is a section of

\(^5\) See [5] for a similar construction of the positional winning strategy of Even in Odd-fair parity games.
a minimal play. Now consider a play $\pi = v_0v_1 \ldots$ which is compliant with $S^f$ and $v_0 \in W_{\text{Odd}}$. Since $\pi$ is compliant with an Odd strategy template, it obeys the fairness condition. It is left to show that $\pi$ is Odd winning. We do this by a chain of three observations,

1. If $W_{\text{Odd}} \neq \emptyset$, there exists a non empty set $M := \{v \in W_{\text{Odd}} \mid \text{rank}(v) = (1, 0, 1, 0, \ldots, 1, 0)\}$ (see Prop. 21).
2. All cycles in $S^f$ that pass through a vertex in $M$ are Odd winning (see Prop. 22).
3. All infinite minimal plays in $S^f$ visit $M$ infinitely often (see Prop. 25).

While item 1 simply follows from the observation that $(1, 0, 1, 0, \ldots, 1, 0)$ is the minimum rank the ranking function assigns to a vertex and the set of nodes with this rank cannot be empty due to the monotonicity of (7), the proofs for item 2 and 3 are rather technical.

With the observations in item 1-3 being proven, we are ready to show that $\pi$ is Odd winning. Observe that $\pi = v_1v_2\ldots$ “embeds” an infinite minimal play, that is, there exists a subsequence $\pi' = v_{j_1}v_{j_2}\ldots$ of $\pi$ where $j_1 < j_2 < \ldots$ that is a minimal play. This is because whenever a $v \in V_{\text{Odd}} \cap W_{\text{Odd}}$ is seen infinitely often in $\pi$, $(v, \min)$ is seen infinitely often as well, where $\min$ is the minimum-rank successor of $v$ in $S^f$. Since $\pi'$ visits $M$ infinitely often (from item 3), $\pi$ does so too. Then due to pigeonhole principle, there exists an $x \in M$ that is visited infinitely often by $\pi$. Thus, a tail of $\pi$ can be seen as consecutive cycles over $x$. Since all cycles that pass through $M$ are Odd winning (from item 2), we conclude that $\pi$ is Odd winning.

Thm. 7 now follows as a corollary of Prop. 14.

5 Zielonka’s Algorithm for Odd-Fair Parity Games

In this section, we construct a Zielonka-like algorithm that solves Odd-fair parity games. We call this algorithm Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm. We first recall Zielonka’s original algorithm in Sec. 5.1 and outline the changes imposed for our new Odd-fair version in Sec. 5.2. We then discuss the correctness of this new algorithm in Sec. 5.4.

From now on we take $G^f = ((V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E, \chi), E^f)$ to be an Odd-fair parity game.

5.1 Zielonka’s Original Algorithm

Intuitively, Zielonka’s algorithm consists of two nested recursive functions, $\text{SOLVE}_{\text{Even}}(n, G)$ and $\text{SOLVE}_{\text{Odd}}(n, G)$ which compute $W_{\text{Even}}$ and $W_{\text{Odd}}$ in a given parity game $G$ with, respectively, even or odd upper bound priority $n$. Both functions recursively call each other on a sequence of sub-games that is constructed during the run of the algorithm.

The main difference between Zielonka’s original algorithm [46] and our new Odd-fair version in Alg. 1 is the computation of the safe reachability set, denoted by $\text{SafeReach}_{\Lambda}^f$ within the algorithms. Intuitively, the safe reachability set of player $\Lambda$ is the set of vertices from which $\Lambda$ has a strategy to force the game into the reach set $R \subseteq V$, while staying in the safety set $S \subseteq V$. In a (normal) parity game $G$ (without live edges), this set can be computed via the single-nested fixed-point formula

$$X_\Lambda := \mu X \cdot (S \cap (R \cup C_{\text{pre}}(X))).$$ (10)

If one interpretes Alg. 1 over (normal) parity games $G$, defines $\text{SafeReach}_{\Lambda}^f$ via (10) for the respective player, and replaces $\text{SafeReach}_{\text{Odd}}^f(\cdot, X, \cdot)$ in the last return statement with $X$ (so, the algorithm returns $X$ for any $\Lambda$), one gets exactly Zielonka’s algorithm for parity games.
We are now considering an odd-fair parity game $G^f$. As discussed before, the main difference of the odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm from the original one lies in the construction of the safe reachability sets denoted by $\text{SafeReach}_A$ in Alg. 1. We therefore start by discussing its computation for both players.

**The Odd Player.** The first, somehow surprising, observation is that for player Odd in odd-fair parity game $G^f$, the safe reachability set $X_{\text{Odd}}$ can still be computed via (10). This is due to the fact that $R$ only needs to be visited once, and even vertices do not have live outgoing edges that might prevent player Odd from forcing a visit to $R$.

In addition, we can extract a partial strategy template for player Odd from the iterative computation of (10) via a similar, but much simpler ranking argument as used in Sec. 4. Here, $\text{rank}(v) = 1$ for $v \in R$ and for the remaining vertices, $\text{rank}(v)$ is the minimum integer $j$ for which $v \in X_j := (S \cap (R \cup C_{\text{Odd}}(X^{j-1})))$ where $X^0 = \emptyset$. The positional strategy of $\Lambda$ is then to take the minimum ranked successor from each Odd node.

Another way to think about this strategy is in the form of an acyclic subgraph of $G^f$ on $X_{\text{Odd}}$, where nodes in $R$ have no outgoing edges, and for the remaining nodes, Odd nodes have one outgoing edge and even nodes have all their outgoing edges. This is because if $v \in X_j \cap V_{\text{Even}}$, all outgoing edges achieve positive progress towards $R$, i.e. for all $(v, w) \in E$, $w \in X^{j-1}$. Now it is easy to see that this subgraph almost defines a strategy template, i.e., on $X_{\text{Odd}} \setminus R$, even nodes have all their outgoing edges in the subgraph, no Odd node lies on a cycle and all of them have one outgoing edge. However, vertices in $R$ are dead-ends. We therefore call the strategy template induced by (10) partial and denote it by $sr$.

**The Even Player.** It follows from the results of Banerjee et. al. [5] that the safe reachability set $X_{\text{Even}}$ of player Even in odd-fair parity games requires the 2-nested fixed-point formula $\nu Y. \mu X. S \cap (R \cup \text{Apre}(Y, X))$, which (via the operators defined in Sec. 4.1) equals

$$X_{\text{Even}} := \nu Y. \mu X. S \cap (R \cup (C_{\text{preEven}}(X) \cup (L_{\text{preOdd}}^Y(X) \cap \text{Pre}_{\text{Odd}}^Y(Y))))$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Intuitively, the necessity of a 2-nested formula arises from the following lack of information: we do not know in advance, which Odd nodes need to lie on a cycle on a strategy template required for Odd to win. If any positional strategy that lets Odd win (i.e., to avoid $R$ or leave $S$) from a $v \in V^f$ requires $v$ to lie on a cycle, then Odd has to take $v$‘s live outgoing edges as well, and thus, it can enter $X_{\text{Even}}$ and lose. The calculation of (11) starts with $Y^0 := V$, resulting in $\text{Pre}_{\text{Odd}}^V(V) = V$, hence
Due to the disappearance of \( \text{Pre}^f_{\text{Odd}}(Y) \) in this iteration, intuitively all \( v \in V^f \) are treated as if they do not have any positional winning Odd strategy on them, so as if all Odd strategies have to take all the live edges in the game. \( Y^1 \) includes any Odd vertex that progresses towards \( R \) while staying in \( S \) with using either all its edges (due to \( \text{Cpre}_{\text{Even}}(X) \)) or through one live edge (due to \( \text{Lpre}^3(X) \)). Thus, any vertex that manages to stay in \( V \setminus Y^1 \) does so due to being won by Odd even if Even could force all the live outgoing edges to be taken. Note that due to the monotonicity of fixed-point operators, for all \( j \), \( V \setminus Y^j \subseteq V \setminus Y^{j-1} \).

Throughout the calculation, \( V \setminus Y^j \) keeps track of the nodes that have managed to escape \( S \) or avoid \( R \) in the previous iteration, so are “already” won by Odd in the first \( j \) iterations. The inner fixed-point calculation in the \((j+1)^{th}\) iteration treats \( V \setminus Y^j \) as a subset of Odd’s winning region and it deems any node that can be forced by Odd to reach \( V \setminus Y^j \), lost by Even. When the algorithm saturates, \( Y^\infty \) contains only those Odd nodes that cannot be forced by Odd to reach \( V \setminus Y^\infty \), i.e., are won by Even. Here it is important to observe that, \( V \setminus Y^\infty \) contains some Odd nodes that are not \( V \setminus Y^1 \). Since they are in \( Y^1 \), these nodes inductively reach Even winning vertices through live edges. This reveals that, all nodes in \( V \setminus Y^j \) but not in \( V \setminus Y^1 \) win due to a positional Odd strategy that reaches \( V \setminus Y^{j-1} \). Iteratively, this reveals that all such nodes have positional Odd strategies that make them reach \( V \setminus Y^1 \).

The above alternative interpretation of the computation of \( X_{\text{Even}} \) in \( (11) \) is the key insight that we utilize to define our new Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm, as discussed next.

The Odd-fair Zielonka’s Algorithm. Following up on the previous discussion, we use the following insight within the construction of the Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm. We assume the existence of a core subset \( W^f_{\text{Odd}} \subseteq W_{\text{Odd}} \) that player Odd can force all nodes in \( W^f_{\text{Odd}} \) to, that is winning for Odd even under the assumption that Even can force all the live edges in the game to be taken. Since Zielonka’s algorithm solves parity games by a sequence of nested safe-reachability calculations for alternating players, we apply the following trick: Instead of computing \( X_{\text{Even}} \) via \( (11) \) in each recursive call of Alg. 1, we only compute \( Y^1 \) via \( (12) \) and use it as an overapproximation of \( X_{\text{Even}} \) (which is indeed the case due to the monotonicity of \( (11) \) in \( Y \)). That is, while we take the Odd safe reachability set \( \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Odd}} \) as the original (linear) Odd safe reachability computation known for these games (given in \( (10) \)), we do not take Even safe reachability formula \( \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Even}} \) to be the (quadratic) Even safe reachability computation known for these games (given in \( (11) \)), but we instead take it as its (linear) subformula given in \( (12) \) and arrive at an overapproximation of the Even safe reachability region at the end of each \( \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Even}} \) calculation. We finalize the recursive call \( \text{SOLVE}_{\text{Odd}} \) by an extra call of \( \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Odd}} \) applied to the (thus) underapproximated Odd winning region in the sub-game, therefore expanding the returned Odd winning region of the sub-game.

By this, it turns out that the recursive call of \( \text{SOLVE}_{\text{Odd}}(n, G^f) \) actually computes \( W^f_{\text{Odd}} \) as the set \( X \) and we ensure that \( W_{\text{Odd}} \) is returned by the additional (linear) computation of \( \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Odd}} \) over \( X \) in the last return statement of Alg. 1. This instantiation of the safe-reachability computations is formalized next.

**Definition 15.** Given an Odd-fair parity game \( G^f = \langle V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E, \chi \rangle \) the safe-reachability procedures \( \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Odd}}(S, R, G^f) \) and \( \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Even}}(S, R, G^f) \) in Alg. 1 denote the iterative fixed-point computations in \( (10) \) for Odd and \( (12) \) for Even.
5.3 Complexity of the Odd-fair Zielonka’s Algorithm

The safe-reachability computations defined in Def. 15 have the same complexity as their computations via (10) in Zielonka’s original algorithm. The only difference is in the number of calculated Pre operations: while SafeReachEven from Zielonka’s original algorithm (10) require the calculation of only one Pre operator, SafeReachEven’ from (12) requires the calculation of 2 Pre operators. The additional final call of SafeReachOdd in SOLVEOdd procedure also has linear complexity and requires one Pre calculation. Therefore, not only the worst-case time complexity of Alg. 1 is equivalent to that of Zielonka’s original algorithm (which would be the case even if we used the quadratic safe reachability formula from (11) for Even since the overall complexity of the algorithm is exponential) but we create almost no additional computational overhead in the algorithm by introducing the fairness assumptions.

We further remark that Alg. 1 is not a straight-forward interpretation of the nested fixed-point in (7), and its negation (see (14) in App. A.1 of [37]) in the form of Zielonka’s algorithm. Firstly, such a straightforward approach is non-trivial due to $Apre$ and $Npre$ operators taking two variables from two different iterations of the fixed-point calculation. Furthermore, at each Even safe-reachability call of Alg. 1, as mentioned we compute 2 Pre operators (equation 12), whereas in each such corresponding step in the fixed-point iteration, we would have to compute 3 Pre operators due to the expansion of Apre (5b) and Npre (5c).

It remains to show that Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm solves Odd-fair parity games.

5.4 Correctness of the Odd-fair Zielonka’s Algorithm

We first recall that Odd-fair parity games are determined. Next, we prove the correctness of the algorithm by induction on $n$. Since in the base case $n = 0$ the calls correctly return $\emptyset$, it suffices to prove the correctness of each function, assuming the correctness of the other. This is formalized next.

**Theorem 16 (Correctness of SOLVE$\Lambda$, Alg. 1).** Assume that for any Odd-fair parity game $G^\ell$ where $n' < n$ is an odd (resp. even) upper bound on the priorities of the game, SOLVE$\text{Odd}(n', G^\ell)$ correctly returns the Odd winning region (resp. SOLVE$\text{Even}(n', G^\ell)$ correctly returns the Even winning region) in $G^\ell$. Then SOLVE$\Lambda(n, G^\ell)$ correctly returns the winning region of player $\Lambda$ where $n$ is even if $\Lambda = \text{Even}$ and odd if $\Lambda = \text{Odd}$.

**Notation.** We follow the notation of Küsters’ proof [28] of Zielonka’s original algorithm [46]. Recall that $G^\ell$ has no dead-ends. For some $X \subseteq V$, we call $G^\ell[X] = \langle (X, X \cap V_{\text{Even}}, X \cap V_{\text{Odd}}, X \times X \subseteq E, \chi | X), X \times X \subseteq E^\ell \rangle$ a subgame of $G^\ell$ if it has no dead-ends. Here, $\chi | X$ is the priority function $\chi : V \to \mathbb{N}$ restricted to domain $X$. Let $n$ be an upper bound on the priorities in $V$. If the parity of $n$ is even, set $\Lambda$ to Even; if it’s odd, set $\Lambda$ to Odd.

**$\Lambda$-trap and $\Lambda$-paradise.** A $\Lambda$-trap is a subset $T \subseteq V$ for $\Lambda \in \{\text{Even}, \text{Odd}\}$ such that, $\forall v \in T \cap V_{-\Lambda}, \exists (v, w) \in E$ with $w \in T$ and $\forall v \in T \cap V_{\Lambda}, (v, w) \in E \implies w \in T$. A $\Lambda$-paradise in $G^\ell$ is a subset $T \subseteq V$ which is a $\neg$-$\Lambda$-trap in $V$ and there exists a winning $\Lambda$ strategy template $(T, E^\ell)$ in $G^\ell$.

The recursive calls of SOLVE$\Lambda$ and SOLVE$_{-\Lambda}$ on subgames within Alg. 1 induce a characteristic partition of the game graph. For the correctness proof, we need to remember a series of these subgames that are constructed through previous recursive calls. The partition of these subsets is illustrated in Fig. 3 and formalized as follows.
\[ X^i_A := V \setminus X^i_A \quad \text{and} \quad N^i := \{ v \in X^i_A \mid \chi(v) = n \} \quad (13) \]

\[ Z^i := X^i_A \setminus \text{SafeReach}^f_{A}(X^i_A, N^i, G^f) \quad X^{i+1}_A := \text{SafeReach}^f_{A}(V, X^i_A \cup Z^i, G^f) \]

Here, in addition \( Z^i_A \) is the winning region in the subgame \( G^f[Z^i] \). Intuitively, the sets constructed in (13) correspond to the sets with the same name within Alg. 1.

We collect the following observations on these sets, which are proven in [37].

1. ([37] – Obs. 37) \( X^i_A \) is an \( \Lambda \)-trap, \( X^i_A \), \( Z^i \) and \( Z^i_A \) are \( \neg \Lambda \)-traps in \( V \). \( Z^i \) is in \( \neg \Lambda \)-trap in \( X_A \) and \( Z^i_A \). \( X^i_A \) are \( \Lambda \)- and \( \neg \Lambda \)-traps in \( V \), respectively. Therefore, \( G^f[Y] \) is a subgame of \( G^f \) with \( Y \) being any of these sets.

2. ([37] – Lem. 38) \( X^i_A \cup \text{SafeReach}^f_{A}(X^i_A, Z^i_A, G^f) = \text{SafeReach}^f_{A}(V, X^i_A \cup Z^i_A, G^f) \).

3. ([37] – Cor. 39) As a consequence of the previous item, \( \{ X^i_A \}_{i \in \mathbb{N}} \) is an increasing sequence. Consequently, \( \{ X^i_A \}_{i \in \mathbb{N}} \) is a decreasing sequence. As \( V \) is finite, this immediately implies that these sequences reach a saturation value for some, and in fact the same, \( k \).

4. ([37] – Lem. 34) If \( R \subseteq V \) is an \( \text{Odd} \)-paradise in \( G^f \), then \( \text{SafeReach}^\text{Odd}_{A}(V, R, G^f) \) is also an \( \text{Odd} \)-paradise in \( G^f \).

5. ([37] – Lem. 31) The set \( U \setminus \text{SafeReach}_{A}(U, R, G^f) \) is a \( \Lambda \)-trap in \( U \).

In contrast to Zielonka’s original algorithm, the proof of the procedures \( \text{SOLVE}_{\text{Even}} \) and \( \text{SOLVE}_{\text{Odd}} \) is not identical in \( \text{Odd} \)-fair Zielonka’s algorithm. This is due to the different safe-reachability set constructions used. Next we sketch the correctness proof of Thm. 16 for \( \Lambda := \text{Odd} \), corresponding to the correctness of procedure \( \text{SOLVE}_{\text{Odd}} \). The proof for \( \Lambda := \text{Even} \) is left to the appendix, as it resembles the proof Zielonka’s original algorithm more.

\textbf{Proposition 17.} Given the premisses of Thm. 16 for \( \Lambda = \text{Odd} \), if \( Z^i_{\text{Even}} = \emptyset \) then \( \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Odd}}(V, X^i_{\text{Odd}}, G^f) \) is an \( \text{Odd} \)-paradise and \( V \setminus \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Odd}}(V, X^i_{\text{Odd}}, G^f) \) is an \( \text{Even} \)-paradise in \( G^f \).

Within Prop. 17, the fact that \( Z^i_{\text{Even}} = \emptyset \) refers to the termination of the recursive call in Alg. 1 which results in the saturation of the sequence \( \{ X^i_{\text{Odd}} \}_{i \in \mathbb{N}} \) with \( X^0_{\text{Odd}} \). This implies that \( \text{SOLVE}_{\text{Odd}} \) returns \( T := \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Odd}}(V, X^0_{\text{Odd}}, G^f) \), which is an \( \text{Odd} \)-paradise and \( V \setminus T \) an \( \text{Even} \)-paradise. With this, Thm. 16 follows from Prop. 17 for \( \Lambda = \text{Odd} \). We now give a proof sketch of Prop. 17.

We first recall from observation 1 that \( T \) and \( V \setminus T \) are \( \text{Even} \)- and \( \text{Odd} \)-traps in \( V \), respectively. In order to prove Prop. 17, it remains to show that there exists an \( \text{Odd} \) (resp. \( \text{Even} \)) strategy template which is winning in \( G^f \) and maximal on \( T \) (resp. \( V \setminus T \)). We next give the construction of these templates and a high-level intuition on why they are actually winning.

\textbf{Winning Odd Strategy Templates.} As \( X^0_{\text{Odd}} \) is known to be an \( \text{Even} \)-trap, it can be proven to be an \( \text{Odd} \)-paradise by constructing a winning maximal strategy template on it. It then follows from observation 4 that \( T \) is also an \( \text{Odd} \)-paradise.

Towards a construction of a maximal winning \( \text{Odd} \) strategy template on \( X_{\text{Odd}} \), we first observe that \( X^i_{\text{Odd}} = Z^k_{\text{Odd}} \cup \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Odd}}(X^i_{\text{Odd}}, N^i, G^f) \) (as \( Z^i_{\text{Even}} = \emptyset \)). Then there exists a maximal winning \( \text{Odd} \) strategy template \( z \) on \( Z^k = Z^k_{\text{Odd}} \) in game \( G^f[Z^k] \). Any play \( \pi \) compliant with \( z \) that starts and stays in \( Z^k \) is clearly \( \text{Odd} \) winning. However, \( z \) is not necessarily an \( \text{Odd} \) strategy template in \( G^f \) since there are possibly some \( \langle v, w \rangle \in E \) with \( v \in Z^k \cap V_{\text{Even}} \) and \( w \notin Z^k \). For all such edges, \( w \in \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Odd}}(X^k_{\text{Odd}}, N^k, G^f) \) since \( X^k_{\text{Odd}} \) is an \( \text{Even} \)-trap in \( V \). For the state set \( X_{\text{Odd}} := \text{SafeReach}^f_{\text{Odd}}(X^0_{\text{Odd}}, N^k, G^f) \), recall from Sec. 5.2 that there exists partial strategy template \( sr \) defined on \( X_{\text{Odd}} \) with dead ends in \( N^k \).
We conducted an experimental study to empirically validate the claim that our new Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm retains its efficiency in practice (see App. A.2 for details).

We first define a base subgraph $(X^k_{\text{Odd}}, E')$ with $E' \subseteq E$ s.t. $(v, w) \in E$ is in $E'$ if either (i) $(v, w) \in z \cup sr$, (ii) $v \in V_{\text{Even}} \cap X^k_{\text{Odd}}$, or (iii) $v \in N^k \cap V_{\text{Odd}}$ and $w = v$, where $v_i$ is a random fixed successor of $v$, that is in $X^k_{\text{Odd}}$. Such a successor is guaranteed to exist since $X^k_{\text{Odd}}$ is an Even-trap. We now extend the subgraph $(X^k_{\text{Odd}}, E')$ to an Odd strategy template by adding all live edges originating in vertices $X^k_{\text{Odd}} \cap V'$ that lie on a cycle in $E'$, similar to Def. 12 (S3)-(S4). This results in a subgraph $S = (X^k_{\text{Odd}}, E')$ that is a maximal Odd strategy template. The underlying idea behind $S$ being winning is the following: Any play that starts in $X^k_{\text{Odd}}$ either stays in $X^k$ after some point and is won by $S$ collapsing to \( z \), or sees a newly added cycle (one that is not in $z \cup sr$) infinitely often. All such cycles contain a newly added edge. An analysis of newly added edges reveals that, all of them – when seen infinitely often – eventually drag a play towards $N^j$. Thus, every play that sees a new cycle infinitely often sees $n$ infinitely often, and thus won by Odd.

**Winning Even Strategy Templates.** Here we show that $V \setminus T$ is an Even-paradise in $G^j$. We first define $X^k_{\text{Even}} \equiv \text{SafeReach}^j_{\text{Even}}(X^k_{\text{Odd}}, Z^i_{\text{Even}}, G^j)$ and denote by $sr$ the partial Even strategy template defined on $X^k_{\text{Even}}$. We further denote the winning Even strategy on $Z^i_{\text{Even}}$ in game $G^j[Z]$ by $z^i$. We can now construct the Even strategy template $S = (V \setminus T, E')$ where $E'$ is the combination of edges in $sr$ with $\{(v, w) \in E \mid v \in V_{\text{Odd}} \setminus (V \setminus T)\}$. Since $V \setminus T$ is an Odd-trap by observation 5, the edge set $E'$ stays within $V \setminus T$, i.e. $E' \subseteq V \setminus T \times V \setminus T$. Then clearly, $S$ is an Even strategy template. To see $S$ is winning, we first observe that each $v \in V \setminus T$ there exists a unique $i < k$ such that $v \in X^k_{\text{Even}}$. Let $\pi = v_1 v_2 \ldots$ be a play compliant with $S$ and let $s = X_j X_2 \ldots = \text{sequence such that } v_i \in X$. (1) If $v_j \in Z^i_{\text{Even}}$, then $v_{j+1} \in Z^i_{\text{Even}} \cup \{X^r_{\text{Even}} \mid r < i\}$. This follows from $Z^i_{\text{Even}}$ being an Odd-trap in $X^k_{\text{Odd}}$. (2) If $\pi$ visits $v \in X'$ infinitely often, $\pi$ visits $Z^i_{\text{Even}}$ infinitely often: This is because $\pi$ visits the $(v, w)$ in $S$ that makes positive progress towards $Z^i_{\text{Even}}$ infinitely often as well. Let $i$ be the minimum index such that $X^k_{\text{Even}}$ is seen infinitely often in $s$. By (1), $\pi$ visits $Z^i_{\text{Even}}$ infinitely often and by (1) and the minimality of $i$, it should eventually stay in $Z^i_{\text{Even}}$. Thus $S$ eventually collapses to $z^i_{\text{Even}}$ on $\pi$ and the play is won by Even.

### 5.5 Experimental Results

We conducted an experimental study to empirically validate the claim that our new Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm retains its efficiency in practice (see App. A.2 for details).

We generated Odd-fair parity instances manipulating 286 benchmark instances of the dataset PGAME_Synth_2021 of the SYNTCOMP benchmark suite [18] and 51 instances of PGSolver dataset of Keiren’s benchmark suite [21] by adding live edges to the given (normal) parity games. We empirically compared the (non-optimized$^b$) C++-based implementations of (i) the Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm (OF-ZL) from Alg. 1, (ii) the “normal” Zielonka’s algorithm (N-ZL) from [46], (iii) the fixed-point algorithm for Odd-fair parity games (OF-FP) from [5] implementing (7), and (iv) the “normal” fixed-point algorithm (N-FP) for “normal” parity games from [13]. On the SYNTCOMP benchmarks, the time-out rates are: 82 instances for OF-FP, 58 for OF-ZL, 73 for N-FP and 47 for N-ZL. On the 204 instances that neither of the algorithms time out the average computation times are: 122.7 seconds for OF-FP, 4.6

---

$^b$ While optimized version of N-ZL and N-FP are available in C++ [44] our goal is a conceptual comparison, which is better achieved by similar (non-optimized) implementations for all algorithms.
seconds for OF-ZL, 45.2 seconds for N-FP and 3.6 seconds for N-ZL. For all instances that did not time out for all four algorithms, Fig. 4 shows scatter plots comparing the computation times of OF-ZL with OF-FP (left) and OF-ZL with N-ZL (right) using logarithmic scaling. The diagonal shows instances with similar computation times. Points above the diagonal show superior performance of OF-ZL. For the PGSolver dataset OF-FP timed out on all generated instances, whereas OF-ZL took 24.9 seconds on average to terminate.

We clearly see that OF-ZL performs up to one order of magnitude better than OF-FP in many instances while OF-ZL and N-ZL perform very similar on the given benchmark instances. In addition, we observe that OF-FP starts timing out as soon as the examples became more complex. These outcomes match the known comparison results between the naive fixed-point calculation versus Zielonka’s algorithm, on normal parity games.
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Appendix

A.1 Proof of Prop. 14

We will restate the fixed-point formula that calculates the Odd winning region and the main proposition for the sake of self-containment.

\begin{proposition}
Given an Odd-fair parity game $G^\ell = (\langle V, V_{\text{Even}}, V_{\text{Odd}}, E, \chi \rangle, E^\ell)$ with least even upper bound $l \geq 0$ it holds that $Z = W_{\text{Odd}}$, where

$$Z := \mu Y_1 \cdot \nu X_{l-1} \cdot \ldots \cdot \mu Y_2 \cdot \nu X_1 \cdot \bigcap_{j \in [2, l]} B_j[Y_j, X_{j-1}],$$

where

$$B_j[Y, X] := \left( \bigcup_{i \in [j+1, l]} C_i \right) \cup \left( \overline{C_j} \cap \text{Npre}(Y, X) \right) \cup \left( C_j \cap \text{Cpre}_{\text{Odd}}(Y) \right).$$

then $Z = W_{\text{Odd}}$. Further, it takes $O(n^{l+1})$ symbolic steps to compute $Z$.
\end{proposition}

\begin{proposition}
Every player Odd strategy compliant with $S_{G^\ell}$ is winning for Odd in $G^\ell$.
\end{proposition}

The main observation behind the proof of Prop. 14 is similar to the main observation in Sec. 5, leading to the proof of Alg. 1. That is, there exists a core subset of the Odd winning region $W'_{\text{Odd}} \subseteq W_{\text{Odd}}$, that is added to $Z$ in the first iteration of the fixed-point calculation in (7), to which each $v \in W_{\text{Odd}}$ can be made to reach by Odd. Here in particular, we show that any Odd strategy compliant with $S_{G^\ell}$ reaches $W'_{\text{Odd}}$ (infinitely often) while obeying the fairness condition, and is thus winning for Odd.

The proof of Prop. 14 consists of 3 main propositions. Before we present them, we will gather some observations from the fixed-point formula (7) and present them as lemmas.
According to our previous definitions, \( Y_m^{r_1,...,r_m} \) denotes the value of \( Y_m \) variable after the \( r_m \)th iteration on it, while \( Y_i, X_i \) variables for \( i > m \) are in their \( r_i + 1 \)th iterations. If we flatten this formula we get the following equality:

\[
Y_m^{r_1,...,r_m} = \bigcap_{j \in [m+2,l]} B_j[Y_j, X_{j-1}] \cap B_m[Y_{m-1}, X_{m-1}] \cap \bigcap_{j \in [2,m-2]} B_j[Y_m, X_j, X_{j-1}]
\]

Observe that when the fixed-point above is calculated, all \( Y_j, X_j \) values for \( j < m \) will saturate at the same value, which is the final result of the computation. That is,

**Lemma 18.**

\[
Y_m^{r_1,...,r_m} = \bigcap_{j \in [m+2,l]} B_j[Y_j, X_{j-1}] \cap B_m[Y_{m-1}, X_{m-1}] \cap \bigcap_{j \in [2,m-2]} B_j[Y_m, X_j, X_{j-1}]
\]

**Lemma 19.** For all \( v \in \mathcal{W}_{\text{Odd}} \) with \( \text{rank}(v) = (r_1,0,...,r_2,0) \). Then,

\[
v \in \bigcap_{j \in [2,l]} Y_j^{r_1-1,0,r_2-1,0,...,r_j-1,0,r_j}
\]

This is similar to our previous observation. \( \text{rank}(v) = (r_1,0,...,r_2,0) \) implies \( v \) was added to the formula while \( Y_j \) variable was on it’s \( j^{th} \) iteration for all \( j \in [2,l] \). Since \( X_j = V \), the iteration values of \( X \) variables can be safely ignored.

**Lemma 20.** If \( v \in V_{\text{Even}} \), \( \forall (v, w) \in E, \text{rank}(v) \geq_{t+1-\chi(v)} \text{rank}(w) \)

If \( v \in V_{\text{Odd}} \), \( \exists (v, w) \in E, \text{rank}(v) \geq_{t+1-\chi(v)} \text{rank}(w) \)

where \( \text{rank}(v) \geq_b \text{rank}(w) \) denotes the \( \geq \) relation in the lexicographic ordering, restricted to the first \( b \) elements of the tuple. If \( \chi(v) \) is even, the inequalities are strict.

**Proof.** Consider a \( v \) with \( \chi(v) \in \{m-1, m\} \) for an even \( m \) and let \( \text{rank}(v) = (r_1, 0,..., r_2,0) \). By Lem. 19, \( v \in Y_m^{r_1-1,0,...,r_2-1,0, r_m} \). If we look at the flattening of this formula in Lem.18, \( v \) is in particular, inside the middle term of this formula. That is, \( v \in B_m[Y_m^{r_1-1,...,r_m-1}, Y_m^{r_1-1,...,r_m}] \). If we go through the definition of this term we get,

\[
( \bigcup_{i \in [m+1,l]} C_i ) \cup ( C_m \cap \mathcal{N}_{\text{Pre}}(Y_m^{r_1-1,...,r_m-1}, Y_m^{r_1-1,0,...,r_m}) ) \cup ( C_m \cap \mathcal{C}_{\text{Pre}_{\text{Odd}}}(Y_m^{r_1-1,0,...,r_m-1}) )
\]

That gives us, \( \chi(v) = m \), \( v \in \mathcal{C}_{\text{Pre}_{\text{Odd}}}(Y_m^{r_1-1,0,...,r_m-1}) \) if \( \chi(v) = m-1 \), \( v \in \mathcal{N}_{\text{Pre}}(Y_m^{r_1-1,0,...,r_m-1}, Y_m^{r_1-1,0,...,r_m}) \)

By the definition of \( \mathcal{N}_{\text{Pre}} \) we get, if \( \chi(v) = m-1 \) then \( v \in \mathcal{C}_{\text{Pre}_{\text{Odd}}}(Y_m^{r_1-1,0,...,r_m}) \). Since odd indices get 0-ranks, the claim of the lemma follows from the definition of \( \mathcal{C}_{\text{Pre}_{\text{Odd}}}(Y_m^{r_1-1,0,...,r_m}) \) together with the observation \( \text{rank}(v) \geq_{t+1-m} \text{rank}(w) \leftrightarrow \text{rank}(v) \geq_{t+1-(m-1)} \text{rank}(w) \).

Now we are ready to introduce the first of our three main propositions:

**Proposition 21.** If \( \mathcal{W}_{\text{Odd}} \neq \emptyset \), there exists a non empty set \( M := \{ v \in \mathcal{W}_{\text{Odd}} | \text{rank}(v) = (1,0,1,0,...,1,0) \} \). Furthermore, for all \( v \in M \), \( \chi(v) \) is odd.
Observe that (1,0,1,0, . . . ,1,0) is the smallest rank possible. Therefore, \( v \in M \) are the vertices that were added to \( Z \) in (7) in the first iteration of the fixed-point calculation and were never removed. The first part of the proposition follows from the monotonicity of fixed-point calculation. That is, if \( M \) was empty \( Z \) would be empty as well.

For the second part, observe that in the first iteration of the formula, for all \( j \), \( Y_j = \emptyset \). Also, \( C_{\text{pre}}(\emptyset) = \emptyset \). Then from (7), \( Z \) does not contain any \( v \) with even priority.

**Proposition 22.** All cycles in \( S^{G_t} \) that pass through a vertex in \( M \) are Odd winning.

To see why Prop. 22 holds, we make an observation. For an even \( m \leq l \), let \( Y_m \) denote the value of \( Y_m \) after the first ever iteration over it is completed, during the computation of 7. I.e. \( Y_m = Y_{0,0, . . . ,0,1} \). Since for all \( j \), \( Y_j = \emptyset \) and \( Y_{j-1} = V \), Lem. 18 gives,

\[
Y_m = \bigcap_{j \in \mathbb{Z} \cap [m+2,l]} B_j(0, V] \cap B_m(0, Y_m] \cap \bigcap_{j \in \mathbb{Z} \cap [2,m-2]} B_j \left[ Y_m, Y_m^+ \right]
\]

If we go through the definition of \( B_j \), we see that: the first term of this formula adds or deletes \( v \in C_j \) with \( j > m \). It adds all the ones with odd \( j \) and removes all the ones with even \( j \). The last term adds and removes \( v \in C_j \) for \( j \leq m - 2 \). It adds the ones in \( C_{\text{pre}}(0, Y_m] \) and removes the ones that are not. The middle term eliminates \( C_m \) and all \( v \in C_j \cap \neg C_{\text{pre}}(0, Y_m] \) for \( j < m \), and adds \( v \in C_{m-1} \cap C_{\text{pre}}(0, Y_m] \). If we go through the definition of \( C_{\text{pre}} \), we see that\( C_{\text{pre}}(0, Y_m] = C_{\text{pre}}(Y_j) \cap (V_{\text{even}} \cup \mathbb{L}_{\text{pre}}^Y(Y_j)) \). This gives,

\[
v \in Y_m \iff \chi(v) > m \text{ and is odd, or } \chi(v) < m \text{ and } v \in C_{\text{pre}}(0, Y_m]
\]

Then for all \( v \in M \), \( v \in Y_m \) for each even \( m \leq l \). In particular, \( v \in Y_n \) where \( n \) is such that \( \chi(v) = n - 1 \). It follows that \( v \in B_n(0, Y_n] \). Then, \( v \in C_{\text{pre}}(Y_n) \cap (V_{\text{even}} \cup \mathbb{L}_{\text{pre}}^Y(Y_n)) \). Since all live outgoing edges of \( v \) are in \( Y_n \), for all \( (v, w) \in S^{G_t} \), \( w \in Y_n \).

By our previous observation \( w \) either has an odd priority larger than \( n \), or is in \( C_{\text{pre}}(Y_n) \cap (V_{\text{even}} \cup \mathbb{L}_{\text{pre}}^Y(Y_n)) \). If \( \chi(w) > n \) is odd, then \( w \in Y_{\chi(w)+1} \), and we repeat the same argument to conclude the highest priority seen is always odd.

**Definition 23.** We call a walk play \( v = v_1v_2 \ldots \in S^{G_t} \) minimal if for all \( v_i \in V_{\text{odd}} \), \( v_i+1 \) is the minimal ranked successor of \( v_i \). A minimal cycle is a section of a minimal play.

**Lemma 24.** Every minimal play is Odd winning.

A minimal play only sees minimal cycles. Let \( \delta = w_1w_2 \ldots w_l \) be such a cycle. \( \delta \) cannot be an Even winning cycle: Assume \( b := \max \{ \chi(w) \mid w \in \delta \} \) is even. Let \( w_i \) have priority \( b \). By Obs. 20, \( \text{rank}(w_i) \geq \text{rank}(w_{i+1}) \geq \cdots \geq \text{rank}(w_{i+l}) \). Since for all \( w_j \in \delta \), \( \chi(w_j) \leq b \), the inequality yields \( \text{rank}(w_i) \geq \text{rank}(w_{i+1}) \), which is a contradiction.

**Proposition 25.** Any minimal play compliant with \( S^{G_t} \) visits \( M \) infinitely often.

Let \( \delta = w_1w_2 \ldots w_l \) be a minimal cycle and \( w_k \) its vertex with maximum priority. We will show that \( w_k \in M \) Since \( \pi = \delta \ldots \) is a minimal play, by Lemma 24 we know \( \chi(w_k) \) is odd. Furthermore, we have observed in 16 that \( w_k \in Y_m \) for all \( m > \chi(w_k) \). If we can show that \( w_k \in Y_m \) also for \( m < \chi(w_k) \), then we have \( w_k \in M \). We will now show this.

Assume to the contrary that \( w_k \not\in M \) and let \( j \) be the largest non-trivial index of \( \text{rank}(w_k) \).
That is \( j < l \) is the largest even integer such that \( w_k \not\in Y_j \). Let \( t \) be the value of this index, i.e. \( w_k \in Y_j \) also for \( m < \chi(w_k) \). Let us denote \( Y_j \) by \( Y_j^t \). Let us denote \( Y_j \) by \( Y_j^t \) for short.

Since \( \delta \) is minimal, Lem. 20 gives \( \text{rank}(w_i) \geq \text{rank}(w_{i+1}) \) for all \( w_i \in \delta \). Since \( \chi(w_i) \leq \chi(w_k) \) for all \( i \) and \( \chi(w_k) < j \); \( \text{rank}(w_i) \geq \text{rank}(w_{i+1}) \) for all \( w_i \in \delta \). This implies \( \text{rank}(w) = t \cdot \text{rank}(w') \) for all \( w, w' \). It follows that for all \( w \in \delta \), \( w \in Y_j^t \).
Once more by Lem. 18 we get that for all \( w \in \delta \),
\[
w \in B_j[Y_j^{t-1}, Y_j^t] = (\bigcup_{i \in [j+1, l]} C_i) \cup (C_j \cap N_{\text{pre}}(Y_j^{t-1}, Y_j^t)) \cup (C_j \cap C_{\text{pre}^{\text{Odd}}}(Y_j^{t-1}))
\]
Since \( \chi(w) < j \), this implies
\[
w \in N_{\text{pre}}(Y_j^{t-1}, Y_j^t) = C_{\text{pre}^{\text{Odd}}}(Y_j^t) \cap (V_{\text{Even}} \cup L_{\text{pre}^{\text{Odd}}}(Y_j^t) \cap \text{Pre}^3_{\text{Odd}}(Y_j^{t-1}))
\]
Now consider the set \( Y_j^t \setminus Y_j^{t-1} \), which is initially empty. Then the first term in \( \delta \) that gets in \( Y_j^t \setminus Y_j^{t-1} \) has to be in \( \text{Pre}^3_{\text{Odd}}(Y_j^{t-1}) \). This contradicts our assumption that all \( w_i \in Y_j^t \setminus Y_j^{t-1} \) and proves that \( w_k \in M \). We are now ready to prove the main theorem.

**Proof of Thm. 14.** Let \( \pi = v_0v_1 \ldots \) be a play compliant with \( S^{\text{Odd}} \) with \( v_0 \in W_{\text{Odd}} \). Since \( \pi \) is compliant with an Odd strategy template, it is a fair play. For a node \( v \in W_{\text{Odd}} \), let \( v_{\text{min}} \) be the minimum ranked successor of \( v \). Since \( \pi \) is fair, for all \( v \) that \( v \) is visited infinitely often in \( \pi \), \( v_{\text{min}} \) is visited infinitely often as well. This gives us an infinite subsequence of \( \pi \) that is minimal. Since all minimal plays visit \( M \) infinitely often (Prop. 25), \( \pi \) visits \( M \) infinitely often. Then there must exist an \( x \in M \) that \( \pi \) visits infinitely often. Then a tail of \( \pi \) is consisted of consecutive cycles over \( x \). Since all cycles that pass through \( M \) are Odd winning (Prop. 22), \( \pi \) is Odd-winning. ◀

**A.2 Details on Experimental Results**

We conducted an experimental study to empirically validate the claim that our new Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm retains its efficiency in practice. For this, we implemented the following algorithms (non-optimized) in C++:
- **OF-ZL:** Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm (Alg. 1),
- **N-ZL:** “normal” Zielonka’s algorithm from [46] (i.e., Alg. 1 with the simplifications described in Sec. 5.1),
- **OF-FP:** the fixed-point algorithm for Odd-fair parity games implementing (7),
- **N-FP:** the fixed-point algorithm for “normal” parity games from [13].

Of course, for both N-ZL and N-FP there exist optimized implementations (e.g. oink [44]). However, the goal of this section is to show a conceptual comparison, rather than evaluating best computation times. We believe this is better achieved using similar (non-optimized) implementations for all algorithms. In particular, by our experiments we show:
1. **OF-ZL:** significantly outperforms **OF-FP** on almost all benchmarks (Fig. 5 (right)),
2. the performance of **OF-ZL** and **N-ZL** on the given benchmark set is very similar (Fig. 8),
3. the comparative performance of **OF-ZL** and **N-ZL** w.r.t. their respective fixed-point versions **OF-FP** and **N-FP**, respectively, is very similar (see Fig. 7).

All experiments were run on a large benchmark suite explained in Sec. A.2.1. To perform our experiments we used a machine equipped with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6600 CPU @ 3.30GHz and 8GB RAM. We declare a timeout when the calculation of an example exceeds 1 hour.

**A.2.1 Benchmark**

We generated Odd-fair parity game instances manipulating 286 benchmark instances of PGAME_Synth_2021 dataset of the SYNTCOMP benchmark suite [18] and 51 benchmark instances of the PGSolver dataset of Keiren’s benchmark suite [21]. Within the latter, we restricted ourselves to instances with \( \leq 5000 \) nodes. Both datasets contain examples of
normal parity games. For each selected example, we generate Odd-fair parity game instances for a particular liveness percentage $\alpha$. For a $\alpha$%-liveness instant, we fix $\alpha$% of the Odd nodes in the game, and turn $\alpha$% of each of their outgoing edges to live edges.

On the Odd-fair instances with 50%-liveness generated from the SYNTCOMP benchmark suite, there are 204 instances where neither of the algorithms $\text{OF-FP}$, $\text{OF-ZL}$, $\text{N-FP}$ or $\text{N-ZL}$ timed out. On these instances, $\text{OF-ZL}$ gives an average computation time of 4.6 seconds while $\text{OF-FP}$ took 122.7 seconds on average. On the same examples, $\text{N-ZL}$ takes on average 3.6 seconds to compute while $\text{N-FP}$ takes 45.2 seconds. For the PGSolver dataset $\text{OF-FP}$ timed out on all generated instances, whereas $\text{OF-ZL}$ took 24.9 seconds on average to terminate.

### A.2.2 Comparative Evaluation

In order to validate the computational advantage of $\text{OF-ZL}$ over $\text{OF-FP}$, we ran both algorithms on all 50%-liveness instances generated from the SYNTCOMP benchmark dataset. On 58 of these instances, both algorithms time out. The run-times for all other instances are depicted in Fig. 5 (right), 6 (right) and 7 (right). The left plots in Fig. 5-7 show the same comparison for the “normal” parity algorithms $\text{N-ZL}$ and $\text{N-FP}$. In both cases, Fig. 6 shows the zoomed-in version of the respective plot in Fig. 5. Fig. 7 shows the data-points from the respective plot in Fig. 6 as a scatter plot in log-scale. The examples on which only $x$-FP times out, can be seen as the dots on the ceiling of the plots in Fig. 5. In all plots, points above the diagonal correspond to instances where Zielonka’s algorithm outperforms the fixed-point algorithm.

We clearly see in Fig. 5-7 that Zielonka’s algorithm performs significantly better than the fixed-point version, both in the Odd-fair (right) and in the normal (left) case. More importantly, the overall performance comparison between $\text{OF-ZL}$ over $\text{OF-FP}$ (right plots) mimics the comparison between $\text{N-ZL}$ over $\text{N-FP}$. This allows us to conclude that our new Odd-fair Zielonka’s algorithm retains the computational advantages of Zielonka’s algorithm.

A closer look at runtimes (see [37]) reveals $\text{OF-ZL}$ has almost the same runtime as $\text{N-ZL}$, implying our changes in the algorithm incur almost no computational disadvantages over the original algorithm. This allows us to handle transition fairness for almost free in practice.

**Conclusion.** The results show that $\text{OF-ZL}$ is significantly faster in solving Odd-fair parity games compared to $\text{OF-FP}$. The outcomes match the known comparison results between fixed-point calculation versus Zielonka’s algorithm, on normal parity games.
Figure 6 (Zoomed in version) A comparison of $N$-FP vs. $N$-ZL in regular parity games (left), and $OF$-FP vs. $OF$-ZL on fair parity games (right).

Figure 7 A comparison of $N$-FP vs. $N$-ZL in regular parity games (left), and $OF$-FP vs. $OF$-ZL on fair parity games (right) in terms of log-scale plots where the timeouts are removed.

Figure 8 A comparison of $N$-ZL vs. $OF$-ZL over examples that do not timeout on both. Right hand side plot visualizes the same data in log-scale.